Abstract We give an example of a regular dessin d'enfant whose field of moduli is not an abelian extension of the rational numbers, namely it is the field generated by a cubic root of 2. This answers a previous question. We also prove that the underlying curve has non-abelian field of moduli itself, giving an explicit example of a quasiplatonic curve with non-abelian field of moduli. In the last section, we note that two examples in previous literature can be used to find other examples of regular dessins d'enfants with non-abelian field of moduli.
Introduction
Dessins d'enfants were first introduced by Alexander Grothendieck in his Esquisse d'un Programme [5] as pairs (C, β), consisting of a smooth algebraic curve C defined over the complex numbers, and a map β : C −→ P 1 (C) = P 1 unramified outside of the set {0, 1, ∞}. Such maps are called Belyi maps. Belyi's theorem states that such an algebraic curve C has a Belyi map if and only if it can be defined over Q. In this case, the Belyi map can also be defined over the algebraic numbers. This gives an action of the group G Q = Gal(Q/Q) on the set of dessins d'enfants via the action of G Q on the coefficients of the defining equations of C and β. Dessins d'enfants are also in bijection with graphs embedded in orientable surfaces by considering β −1 ([0, 1]), which is a bipartite graph embedded in C. For a Belyi pair (C, β), one can consider the subgroup of G Q that maps it to an isomorphic pair. The fixed field of this subgroup is the field of moduli of the dessin, an important invariant. In this paper, we find two examples of regular dessins d'enfants with field of moduli Q(
2), thus providing explicit examples of regular dessins d'enfants with non-abelian fields of moduli, which is a question posed in [1] . Although no explicit examples are in the literature, the existence of regular dessins with non-abelian field of moduli follows from a theorem of Jarden [8] , and they are known to exist even if one fixes the type of the dessin [4] . We prove that the underlying curve of one of them actually has itself the same field of moduli, so we also provide an example of a quasiplatonic curve with non-abelian field of moduli. We give explicit equations for this example.
For the construction, we look at a known dessin d'enfant on the elliptic curve with equation
, which has field of moduli Q( 3 √ 2) and was studied in [12] . Then, we look at its regular cover, which is a dessin of degree 2 6 · 3 2 = 576 on a curve of genus 145, and we prove it has field of moduli Q( We take the usual generators of the fundamental group of P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞}, namely x, which corresponds to a positively oriented loop going around 0; y, which corresponds to a positively oriented loop going around 1; and z = (xy) −1 , which can be seen as going around ∞. Thus, the algebraic fundamental group is the free profinite group generated by x and y. The correspondence between Belyi pairs and monodromy actions associates to the Belyi pair (C H0 , β H0 ) a transitive action of F 2 on the edges of H 0 . Furthermore, actions correspond to subgroups, by taking the stabilizer of an edge. We will call H 0 < F 2 the subgroup corresponding to H 0 . In this case, the loops x and y act as the following permutations on the edges of H 0 , with the numbering of Figure 1: ρ 0 : x −→ (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9) (6, 12) y −→ (1, 4)(2, 5)(7, 10)(8, 11) (3, 6, 9, 12) Let H 0 be the regular cover of H 0 , and let H 0 = core F2 H 0 = ker ρ 0 1 be the corresponding subgroup.
In order to better understand H 0 , we will look at a normal subgroup of F 2 that has index 18 and contains H 0 . Let F be the dessin d'enfant on P 1 given by the map β F : Figure 2 ). Since β H0 factors through β F , F is an intermediate dessin of H 0 . F has a monodromy action given by ρ F (also in Figure 2 ). Its regular cover, F, is an intermediate dessin of H 0 .
Figure 2: The dessin F and its monodromy homomorphism.
Let us call F the subgroup corresponding to the regular cover of this dessin. The group ρ 0 ( F ) is the subgroup of ρ 0 ( F 2 ) preserving the partition {{1, 7}, {2, 8}, {3, 9}, {4, 10}, {5, 11}, {6, 12}}. One checks directly that F is the normal subgroup generated by {x
The dessin H 0 has two conjugate dessins, which we will call H 1 and H 2 , obtained when
2 is replaced in the equation by its Galois conjugates. Thus, H 1 is a dessin on the curve with equation
is a cubic root of unity, and H 2 is a dessin on the curve with equation
. They both have Belyi maps given by the expression
2 , which look like Figure 3 . One can obtain these pictures as degree 2 coverings of F, using the fact that a ramified covering of the sphere of degree 2 is uniquely determined by its set of ramification values. Note that in all three cases the degree 2 map to P 1 is given by the quotient by the 180
• rotation around the center of the rectangle (which is the automorphism with equation (X, Y ) → (X, −Y )). These dessins d'enfants have monodromy actions corresponding to the following homomorphisms from F 2 to S 12 : The Galois action preserves regular covers, since G Q acts as automorphisms of F 2 (see [4] ). Therefore, if for σ ∈ G Q , σ(
where the superscript denotes the Galois action. Let us prove that H 0 = H 1 . One just needs to check that g = x 3 y 2 (x 3 y 2 )
x (x 3 y 2 )
x 2 belongs to H 0 but not to H 1 . Indeed, ρ 0 (g) = 1, but ρ 1 (g) = (4, 10) (6, 12) . Thus, the field of moduli of H 0 is Q( 3 √ 2).
A different, smaller dessin
We have two goals in this section. The first one will be to prove that the center of F 2 / H 0 has order 2, which lifts to a subgroup E 0 ⊃ H 0 . Via ρ 0 , the generator of the center is mapped to the permutation (1, 7)(2, 8)(3, 9)(4, 10)(5, 11) (6, 12) . Since the center is a characteristic subgroup, the Galois group will map E 0 to subgroups E 1 ⊃ H 1 and E 2 ⊃ H 2 , such that E i / H i are also the centers of F 2 / H i . We will have to prove that the E i 's are also distinct, that is, to rule out the possibility that
This implies that the E i 's correspond to a new Galois orbit of regular dessins E i , which also have field of moduli Q(
. The second goal is to learn more about F 2 /E 0 , which will enable us to give equations for E 0 later. One can alternatively use a computer algebra system to find the center of F 2 / H 0 , which is also its unique normal subgroup of order 2, and to prove that the E i 's are indeed distinct.
Let K be the quotient F / H 0 . Using that F is the normal subgroup generated by {x 3 , y 2 , [x, x y ]}, one checks that ρ 0 induces an isomorphism between F / H 0 = K and the subgroup of permutations which are even and fix the partition {{i, i+6} : i = 1, . . . , 6}. Therefore, K ∼ = (Z/2Z) 5 . We will use the notation a i = (i, i + 6) and use additive notation for this group. K has a natural (left) F 2 / F -module structure, given by conjugation in F 2 (on the left). As an F 2 / F -module, K decomposes into irreducible F 2 / F -modules as follows:
The module K 0 has dimension 1 as an F 2 -vector space, and it has trivial F 2 / F action. Let us look at the action on K 1 . We can define an embedding ψ of F 2 / F into GL 2 (F 4 ): If ξ ∈ F 4 is a generator of F 4 over F 2 (so it is a root of X 2 + X + 1), it is given by
, after the following homomorphism ψ , which is defined on the basis elements in the following way:
, as an F 2 / F -module. From now on, whenever we write F 2 , we will refer to it as a trivial F 2 / F -module, and when we write F 2 4 , we will mean this vector space with the F 2 / F -module structure just described. If we look at the conjugate dessins, there is a natural isomorphism from F / H 1 and F / H 2 to K, given by using the homomorphisms ρ 1 and ρ 2 to S 12 , and then mapping the transpositions as we did for H 0 . Via these isomorphisms, F / H 1 and F / H 0 have the same F 2 / F -module structure as H 0 .
Let us now consider the group 
We claim that the image of
, via the following homomorphism:
The image of Ψ is indeed contained in the image of Φ, as one can check on the generators:
We leave checking that Ψ does induce an isomorphism to the reader. By
Thus we have the following diagram of submodules of
2 , which corresponds to the diagram of normal subgroups on the right: The same as with H 0 and H 1 , this module is contained as a codimension 1 submodule in
This module corresponds to a normal subgroup of F 2 , which we will call E 2 . One can now check that
, from which follows that the E i 's are permuted by the Galois action, as we claimed before. Thus, the regular dessin d'enfant E 0 corresponding to E 0 has the same field of moduli as H 0 , which is Q( 3 √ 2). The degree of the dessin is thus [
We can compute the genus of E 0 by applying the Riemann-Hurwitz formula: In F /E 0 , which is isomorphic to , the image of x 3 is (0, 1) and the image of y 2 is (1, 1) , so x has order 6 and y has order 4. Finally, (xy) 6 acts as the permutation (1, 7)(2, 8)(3, 9)(4, 10)(5, 11)(6, 12) on all three dessins H 0 , H 1 and (1, 1, 1, (0, 0) , (0, 0), (0, 0)), and its image in F /E 0 is 0. Therefore, the order of xy in F 2 /E 0 is 6. Thus, the Euler characteristic of the dessin is [ 
Explicit equations
Now we are going to compute equations for E 0 . As an intermediate step, we obtain equations for F, the regular dessin corresponding to F . Lemma 1. The dessin d'enfant F arises from the Belyi pair (C F , β F ), where C F is the elliptic curve with equation X 3 + Y 3 = 2, and β F is given in affine coordinates by
Proof. We use the fact that F is the regular cover of F, and therefore it is the unique regular dessin that has degree 3 over F. The pair (C F , β F ) factors through β F , by the degree 3 map π : (X, Y ) → X, so that β F = β F • π. It only remains to check that the pair is a regular Belyi pair: indeed, it is the quotient by the group of automorphisms generated by
), and f y : (X, Y ) → (Y, X). One can check that its ramification values are {0, 1, ∞}.
Using the monodromy, we can draw this dessin, as seen in Figure 4 . Via the isomorphism Ψ in equation (1), x and y are identified with elements in GL 2 (F 4 ), and their action on edges corresponds to the left action of F 2 / F on itself. Opposite edges with the same matrix label are identified, so the glued polygon becomes homeomorphic to a torus. The next step is to understand the actual coordinates of the vertices of F. For this, we will use the automorphism group of F, which has two different presentations: one the one hand, it is the full automorphism group of the graph in Figure 4 , and on the other hand, it is the automorphism subgroup of C F generated by f x and f y as defined before. We will show that these actions match up as expected.
Lemma 2. By the natural homomorphism F 2 / F → Aut(C F ), x is mapped to f x and y is mapped to f y .
Proof. Recall that the edges on a dessin make up the preimage of the segment [0, 1]. The real segment parametrized by (t, 1) , are the endpoints of a segment in the dessin. Let us pick the base point on the segment that has first coordinate 1/2. Its image by π is 1/2 ∈ P 1 . By the symmetry of the dessin, this edge e 0 can be placed anywhere in the picture, so we may choose the one labelled by the identity matrix in Figure 4 . Its endpoints are (0, Recall the definition of the action of F 2 / F : once a base point is chosen on some edge e 0 , x acts as the unique automorphism that maps e 0 to the edge which results from rotating e 0 counterclockwise around its black endpoint. y acts in a similar way, rotating around the white vertex instead of the black one. In F, as drawn in Figure 5 , the action of x corresponds to 120
• rotation around the center black vertex, and y corresponds to 180
• rotation around the white vertex to the right of this black vertex (the base edge we are choosing is the one connecting both vertices).
The automorphism of C F corresponding to x must fix the central vertex, (0,
, which, after checking through all 18 automorphisms generated by {f x , f y }, means it must be one of f x or f 2 x . If we look at f x , we have that it descends to an automorphism of the Belyi pair (P 1 , β F ), that is, there is an isomorphism f x of P 1 such that β F • f x = β F , and also π • f x = f x • π. Such an automorphism must be unique, and it is in fact f x : X → ξX. Similarly, f 2 x descends to X → ξ 2 X. It is easy to check that the monodromy action of x (the loop going around 0) in the pair (P 1 , β F ) maps the base point we've chosen, 1/2, to ξ/2. Therefore, since the automorphism corresponding to x must send the base point 1/2 to ξ/2, this automorphism must be f x and not (f x ) 2 . Since the automorphism of F corresponding to x must descend to the one corresponding to x in the other dessin, we conclude that it is f x that corresponds to x, and not f 2 x . Similarly, the automorphism corresponding to rotating counterclockwise around the white vertex marked (1, 1) in Figure 5 must fix (1, 1) . The only element that fixes (1, 1) is f y , so y must correspond to f y . 
Proof. Knowing that x (120
• rotation) on the picture corresponds to f x on the curve, and similarly for y, we can identify all the black and white vertices in Figure 5 : for instance, the white vertices connected to (0,
2) must be (ξ, 1) and (ξ 2 , 1), since these are the ones obtained by applying f x to (1, 1), which in turn is the same as rotating the figure around the black vertex. We can proceed in this manner to label all the black and white vertices.
Only the points at infinity remain to be identified in the figure. If we take the automorphism yx, we have that its action is f y • f x : (X, Y ) → (Y, ξX), which fixes the point (ξ : −1 : 0). On the dessin, it is the rotation around (0, 3 √ 2) followed by the rotation around (1, 1), which fixes the lower right face and interchanges the other two. Therefore, the lower right face corresponds to (ξ : 1 : 0), and the other two are labelled using the f x action.
In order to construct the equations for E 0 , which is a degree 2 4 ramified covering of F, we are going to construct a degree 2 ramified covering of F, whose regular cover will be E 0 . Intermediate coverings between E 0 and F are in bijection with subgroups containing E 0 and contained in F , or subgroups of F /E 0 . We are going to look at a covering we will call B, corresponding to the index 2 subgroup
4 . This will correspond to a covering of the curve C F unramified outside of the 18 points marked on Figure 5 . F is the profinite completion of the fundamental group of a torus with 18 points removed, so it is a free profinite group in 19 generators. The generators (0,
correspond to loops going around each of the 18 points, plus two generators, which are the generators of the fundamental group of an unpunctured torus. These 20 generators don't freely generate F , as it has rank 19. These generators can be seen as elements in F 2 by the inclusion of F into F 2 , which we understand well. Using this, we can assign an element of F to the loop going around each of the vertices, as seen in Table 1 . The third column is the image of the element in F /E 0 ∼ = F 2 4 by the isomorphism ψ in equation (2) .
The last two generators in the table are the generators of the fundamental group of an unpunctured torus. The subgroup B contains the elements whose image in F 2 4 has second component in F 2 . In Figure  5 , the points over which B is ramified are shown as bigger.
Let us look a the structure of the possible degree 2 coverings of the punctured elliptic curve. They are given by index 2 subgroups of F , which is a free profinite group with 19 generators. The free generators for F can be chosen to be all the generators in Table 1 except for x 3 . An index 2 subgroup of F will contain the derived subgroup [ F , F ], and therefore it will be a subgroup of F /[ F , F ] ∼ = (Z/2Z)
19 , which in turn can be determined just by the set of generators contained in it. For the 17 generators that correspond to points on the curve, the loop is contained in the corresponding subgroup if and only if the covering map is unramified over that point. Therefore, if one fixes the ramification, there are four degree 2 coverings, depending on whether the last two generators are contained or not in the corresponding subgroup.
The extension of fields of functions corresponding to F is Q(1−(
and B corresponds to a degree 2 extension of κ, so it is generated by the square root of an element a of κ. The covering will be ramified over the points where a has odd valuation: therefore, a must have odd valuation precisely at the points (0, ξ
. Let us see that there can only be four such rational functions up to squares, which is in agreement with the fact that there are only four coverings with that ramification. 
Proof. If we let Q(E)
× be the multiplicative group of functions on E, and Div 0 be its group of divisors, the fact that Pic 0 (E) ∼ = E yields a short exact sequence
Tensoring this short exact sequence with Z/2Z yields the Tor long exact sequence:
The set of functions we are looking for is the kernel of f , which by the exactness is isomorphic to (Z/2Z) 2 .
These functions can be computed by taking one of them, say φ, and then multiplying it by the functions that have even valuation everywhere, to obtain
; φψ 1 ; φψ 2 ; φψ 1 ψ 2
Where
In order to decide which of the four functions is the function a such that the extension κ(
2 ) corresponds to the group B, we observe that B satisfies that xBx
Lemma 5. If B is the subgroup of F 2 defined above, we have that xBx
Proof. By the description of B, the isomorphism Ψ −1 maps (B/E 0 ) isomorphically into the submodule Conjugation by x corresponds to applying the transformation (X, Y ) → (ξX, Y ) to the elliptic curve. Out of the four rational functions with odd valuation at the right set of points, only φ is invariant up to squares by this transformation. Therefore, the field extension corresponding to B is
Therefore, the field of functions corresponding to E 0 is the composition of the fields obtained from κ( √ φ) when acted on by 1, x y , y and x y y. We have
If we add square roots of all these elements, we obtain the field of functions of the curve C E0 , as we wished: it is
The field extensions corresponding to E 1 and E 2 are obtained by the action of G Q on the coefficients of the equations.
The field of moduli of the underlying curve
Let C = C E0 be the underlying curve of the dessin E 0 . In this section we prove that, if β E0 : C −→ P 1 is the Belyi map corresponding to the dessin E 0 , and C is the underlying curve, then not only the field of moduli of (C, β E0 ) is Q( 3 √ 2), but the curve C alone has field of moduli Q(
. By Theorem 4 in [12] , since C is quasiplatonic, then the map C → C/Aut(C) is a Belyi map. Every regular dessin on C must come from a map of the form C → C/H, where H < Aut(C): therefore, C has a maximal regular dessin, in the sense that there is a unique one of maximum degree.
Let σ ∈ G Q such that σ(
and suppose that C σ ∼ = C. If this were the case, since (C, f ) ∼ = (C σ , f σ ), the curve C would have two different regular dessins of degree 288, and therefore it would have a regular dessin of higher degree, correspoding to C → C/Aut(C), factoring simultaneously through f and f σ . To prove that this is impossible, we use the results described in [2] . Our particular dessin is of type (6, 4, 6) , so it can be seen as the map C ∼ = Γ\H → ∆(6, 4, 6)\H ∼ = P 1 , for some Γ ∆ (6, 4, 6) , where ∆ (6, 4, 6) is the triangle group with parameters (6, 4, 6) acting on H in the usual way. The results in [2] ensure that the only way that this dessin can be non-maximal is if ∆(6, 4, 6) is included with finite index in another triangle group ∆ , and by this inclusion Γ < ∆ is a normal subgroup, so that the dessin Γ\H → ∆ \H is regular.
All finite index embeddings between triangle groups are given in [11] . The only triangle group in which ∆(6, 4, 6) can be embedded is ∆ (6, 8, 2) , and this happens in the following way: if x, y, z are the standard generators of ∆(6, 4, 6), i.e. so that x 6 = y 4 = z 6 = xyz = 1, and similarly, ∆(6, 8, 2) is generated by x, y, z, then the embedding is given by
By this embedding, [∆(6, 8, 2) : ∆(6, 4, 6)] = 2, and the quotient can be generated by y. In order to see that Γ is not normal in ∆(6, 8, 2), let us look at what happens when conjugating by y. First of all, y y = y −1 ( y) 2 y = y. Secondly, since z = ( x y) −1 has order two, x y = y −1 x −1 , and
Now, recall from before that the group E 0 contains the element This word has an odd number of y's, therefore it is not contained in the normal subgroup generated by {x, y 2 }. However, this subgroup contains F , and therefore E 0 , so E 0 is not normal in ∆(6, 8, 2), as we wished to prove. This implies that the maximal regular dessin on C is the one given by E 0 , so C ∼ = C σ , as we wished to prove. This proves that C is a quasiplatonic curve of genus 61 with field of moduli Q(
2). Note that one could use the same technique to prove that C H0 , the underlying curve of H 0 , also has field of moduli Q( Figure 6 : The normal cover of these dessins also has nonabelian field of moduli.
have passport (2 2 1 1, 3 2 1, 6), shown in Figure 6 . It is shown in [10] that the moduli field of the top dessin in the picture is Q(
2), and that they are all Galois conjugate. Associated to the dessins are three subgroups H 0 , H 1 , H 2 < F 2 , and their regular covers are associated to the subgroups core F2 (H i ).
Since G Q acts as automorphisms of F 2 , it will permute the groups core F2 (H i ). Therefore, if they are all different, it follows that Gal(Q( 3 √ 2, ξ)/Q) acts nontrivially on them. Suppose that they were not all different: in this case, since the Galois group acts as S 3 , all of them should be equal. The groups F 2 /core F2 (H i ) are the cartographic groups of the three dessins. These groups are the whole permutation group S 6 : this can be checked directly. Now, if all the cores are equal, then S 3 ∼ = Gal(Q( 3 √ 2, ξ)/Q) must act on the quotient F 2 /core F2 (H i ) ∼ = S 6 , and it must permute the subgroups H i /core F2 (H i ), which are not pairwise conjugate, since they correspond to different dessins. This means that the action of S 3 must be by outer automormophisms, but this is impossible, since Out(S 6 ) has 2 elements, and thus S 3 cannot embed into the group of outer automorphisms. This proves that the regular covers of the dessins are distinct, and thus their fields of moduli are Q( . It is shown that there are 35 dessins with this passport, which split into two Galois orbits: one has one element (it is the one corresponding to the Belyi function U gen 8, 9 , and the other has 34 elements. Further, it is proven that the Galois action on the second orbit is by a Galois group isomorphic to S 34 . The cartographic group of these 34 dessins is proven to be S 64 . Doing the same as before, if their regular covers weren't all different, they would be all equal, since the Galois group acts as S 34 , and in particular the action is 2-transitive. If they were all equal, then S 34 would have to embed into Out(S 64 ) ∼ = 1.
